Discover iWomen App

- Be Inspired
  An interactive series of written, audio and video personal stories from inspiring women within and beyond the Network

- Be Knowledgeable
  Resources and leadership development tools that use individual and cooperative games

- Be Together
  GIS map displaying and linking to the Network’s women groups at township level across the country

- Talk Together
  Discussion board for women to post written, audio and video content, with potential development as mobile phone-based women’s radio podcasts

"We are afraid of this challenging world
Don't dare to go far
With great fear in our hearts
Like miserable caged birds

Now comes iWomen app
We can share knowledge and wisdom
Go together hand in hand
Bright future as leaders we will rise"

Thet Thet Win, Woman Leader & Poet
Ayeyarwady, Myanmar
(translated from Myanmar)
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Make a difference! Get in touch with the iWomen Team!
iWomen Mobile Application
iwomenapp@gmail.com
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